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Introduction
Bi]l recently sent out some lengthy, eloquent, email concerning the development of a Windows
mapping layer which would ailow Windows apps to run ur~hanged on OS/2 Presentation
Manager. This raises some very interesting product positioning questions which I have concerns
with. This memo is deliberately written as a counterpoint to Bill’s mail. I am not trying to be rude
or inflammatory, although I suspect that some points may engender a fairly excited cEscusslon. If
appropriate, I would I~e to arrange a meeting to thrash these issues through.
Summary .
These are my key points:
1. Every Windows ISV will have have their app conveded by the middle of 1989. The need is for
conversion tools, not compatibility.
2. Windows ISVs want to have apps that span multiple platforms. Very,, very tew Win ISV’s are
not planning on doing Mac apps. Since that is the case, having Windows appo run directly
urv:ler PM is not a complete solution for these people.
3. Confronting an ISV with information which says: PM is going to happe~ slowly, there is also
this funny 3;?.-bit OS/’2 on the way and we now have e protect mode Windows/386 ..... but we
do have a way of runr~ng Windows apps, w~ll mean that people will just write Windows apps. It
would be too confusing to do otherwise. This gives us interior PM app.s, a~d further delays the
end user acceptance of PM with potential side effects for I_AN Manager, SQL Server, etc.
4. PM should be our long term, strategic, protected mode product. PM is much more popular
with a tar Wider group of ISV’s than W’mdows could ever be. Microsoft is the only company
that can confus6 this Issue. PM is much mere lucrative to MS than Windows w~l ever be.
To Answer Bill’s Points
I have abstracted some of the points made by B~I and argued them through below.
There are great benefits to Microsoft
I think the real benefits are very short term. If PM is made successful then I believe we would
both want and expect the rna~ business applica~ons to be ava=lable under PM alone. The
provision of this compatibility is a ten, lying project. The work thal Unda A~cher did says that
Windows and PM really are quite different. I have- reservations about how much effort Would be
needed to meet the goal.

0S/2 is golng to take longer to succeed than expected
OS(2 will be very successt’ul with the VV3ndows IS’V’s almost immediately. Since they are the only
ones affected by thLs proposal, that is the group where the success of OS/2 needs to be
measured. I do not th~nk we are endangered here. I think they can port much faster than we
could provide compatibility. They have to have a c~oss environment strategy anyway in order
suplx}rt the Mac.
Fragmentation slows everything down. Character mode and UNIX benet"ff.
No Windows ISV has ever told us that d~fferences In Windows and PM are causing them to do
character apps or UNIX apps. People are doing W]ndo.ws apps because they see an opportunity;
people are doing PM apps because It Is perceived as being Inevitable. People who have done
nothing so far can be convinced ~l we have a great PM product A good Windows to PM mapping
is of no interest. The only things holding people up are PM shipment, SDK quality, adequate
suppod and end-user installed base.
OS/2 will ship in October. An optimistic mid ’89 shipment of the compatibility layer would seem to
b~ of little interest to most Windows ISVs. We should drive Windows users and ISV’s towards
PM as quickly as possible rather than giving them an excuse to delay.
We could make UNIX interesting to people by delivering a crummy PM or by delivering a good
PM/X. The currently favoured PM/X Woposal (same look and feel, different API) is also very
confusing. Does this say that we think the X-Windows API ts good? Does it say we think the PM
API is bad? If PM/X se~ves to delay UNIX GUI then its a good thing, othen,,,ise it could be
damaging to the PM sell.
Windows does have a good chance to be mainstream
True, and | don’t think massive PM efforts will blunt that opportunity:. IBM bundles of W’~,
the Home PC, Microsoft apps, synergy with PM, good netwo#K operation, big inroads by 386
chips ..... all factors combine to strengthen the case for a company to factor W’=ndows into its
corporate computing.
Windows apps for 8086/286/wln386 and PM specific apps to take advantage of 386 & PM
Ignoring the supedor graphics c~pab[Ik’y of PM (are there really that many ISVs dying to do cubic
splines?), it ls very difficult to point to eady specific advantages of PM. Ukely early problems
performance a~d bugs compound the problem of selling PM. We all believe that fundamentally
OS/’2 with PM really is a better platform for a superior business application: 16Mb memory, a real
task scheduler, good swapping algorithms, no expanded/extended memery weirdness__but
these factors must be combined to demonstrate the overall superiority of the platform. As for the
mem.ory and tasking features that Windows has: to run Excel welt on Windows takes just as
much memory as it would under PM. To run multiple apps is more efficient under PM than
Windows. A year after release, PM will be much better than Windows if adequate resources are
invested in size, speed and enhancing the desk-top.
I think we need to push ISVs toward PM in order to demonstrate the superiority o{ the
environmenL An opportunity for the ISV to de~ay will simply further delay the acceptance of PM.
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Conclusion
I( we were to go ahead and build the compatib~ty layer, ! don’t think anyone would care about
our herculean eft’orts later. Most of the inleresting apps that are needed to be written to make
PM successful are not currently Windows apps. The only Windows apps that matter are Excel,
Opus and PageM~ker. Aldus are specific:ally a~ning to include PM only features as a device to
keep themselves positioned at the high end of the rnarkeL with their competition (running on
Windows alone) positioned as low-end or entry level. I think we are a lot better off working with
the languages group and Ihird pa~es to develop conversion tooLs.
I think we need to think very c.arefully about how much we want Windows to compete with 0S/2
in the OEM channel and for ISV’s attention. The strains that show in o~r strategy now are
temporal, and should not allow us to lose sight ol the goal of making 0S/2 the next generation
operating system as quicldy as poss~le. We should not a._~sume that the greater ease we have
in moving Windows Iorward at the development level w~ll mean that it can also gain anywh~e
near the momentum 0S/2 has ~ the OF_.Ms and IGVs. Blunting what momentum we have
could be very dangerous.
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